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The media wants us to believe that war is good for peace and that bitcoin is pure speculation and
destroying the planet, all these are lies easily to uncover by observation with an open mind. 

To understand bitcoin you have to use it, without using bitcoin you can not believe the benefits it
potentially delivers to your everyday life. After using bitcoin for a short while, everyone gets it.

Bitcoin is a philosphy, it is the first human consensus based on voluntarism in human history.

The technology of bitcoin has a philosophy programmed into it, we can observe how bitcoin
changes the way we work and communicate to identify the rules it imposes intrinsicly.

This is the first draft of a minimum consensus in human history. A consensus between all
religions and all nations. A consensus is something that is supported by everyone participating
in a community. We have still to find the consensus between nature and humanity. But atleast

with bitcoin we have found a consensus between the humans, to end the war between the
humans. After ending the war between the humans we can end the war with nature.

1. Don‘t lie is the first rule of bitcoin, as bitcoin is fully transparent it does not permit lies. The
system in itself can not be corrupted because it always reveals the common truth/reality to

everyone. Money is communication and money is the foundation of collaboration. Bitcoin is the
first money that can not be faked, therefore everyone can trust in it.

2. Everyone can participate, bitcoin is digital p2p cash, made for all nations and religions of this
planet earth. It creates a minimum rule of international global communication without any interest

but creating a common way of interchanging energy to collaborate. Bitcoin ignores borders because
it is bigger than any concept of nation, bitcoin creates unity and a world community.

3. Bitcoin equilibrates the resources on this planet, it permits the poorer countries to take part in the
creation of bitcoins as they have access to cheaper or free electricity. The richer countries are
buying the mining hardware from the poorer countries. Any nation but the world dominating

currency has strong interest to take part in the bitcoin community. Accepting bitcoin as an official
national currency creates job oportunities and especially the smarter and richer part of the

population gets attracted to move to this nation.

These are the intrinsic effects of bitcoin that i have observed personally about bitcoin.

In the following section i want to show you the rules that i live by to create bitcoin every day.
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To replicate the rules of bitcoin to my everyday behaviour, i have created a ruleset which allows me
to act as if i was bitcoin. I am a part of bitcoin as i am creating it every day in every transaction.

1. I don‘t spend any fake money (In respect to the intrinsic rule of bitcoin: not to lie)

2. I give bitcoin to anyone without fee/comission (In respect to: Everyone can participate)

3. I create bitcoin in the following ways (In respect to: Bitcoin equilibrates the planet, #oneworld):

• by supporting mining contracts that do mining in poorer countries and create a common 
wealth by moving energy around the globe.

• by promoting bitcoin to every possible stranger and giving free bitcoins to anyone who is 
willing to install a wallet on his phone and take part in the social project.

• by creating software that supports the use cases of bitcoin, but this is just one little part of 
the whole psychological challenge to recover the trust in community after being 
brainwashed all the life with lies in television, books and school.

Anyone following these rules becomes Satoshi Nakamoto, anyone can be Satoshi Nakamoto, you 
just have to love communication and collaboration and you will naturally embrace bitcoin. 

Ask your inner child, what do you really want in life, it knows the answer. What do children want 
naturally? Truthful information. Harmony. Peace. Harmony can not exist in a world full of lies.

Nobody likes and supports lies. As lies makes us crazy, as we can not differentiate between ilusion 
and reality anymore and the fake money printed on paper by banksters becomes reality.  

In a world full of lies we become paranoid and shizophrene. We start to obey to authority as the 
ultimate solution. To find some dictated truth to create a common ego and a fake community based 
on illusions and expectations that can not be fulfilled and lead to frustration and self destruction.

The banking authorities have historically proven abused their powers several times. The fake money
based on the rule of inflation to make us work more every day, is the most deep rooted lie in our 
society. 

People in todays society work atleast 10 times more efficient than in the past, we have invented 
machines to make most of the work for us, yet the people have to work the same hours and even 
more. 

As today both male and female have to work full hours and the children have to go to education 
earlier to work earlier and the rest of their life in slavery without any option to opt out of the 
system, as school is mandatory in the industrialized countries. Artists have no space in this world. 
Genius has no space in this world. Natural evolution has no space in this world of numbers.

All of this is rooted in the banking scam, which makes people create inefficient businesses, as they 
have to pay double the price to create a business. As in the end of the chain they have to charge 
double the price in rent or double the price for their product to the consumer. 

People creating businesses have not realized yet the issues involved with creating a business based 
on loans instead of voluntarism. Bitcoin creates a world where we can voluntarily donate our energy
and receive debt free energy in return. Debt free energy is real energy.
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Bitcoin is debt free, it really represents the energy the people have already put into it, not just a 
future expectation which can burst like ALL banking bubbles have in the past. All centralized 
banking money based on lies and expectations has ever failed in human history.

The root of our slavery is manifested in the fake money printed by people who do not have to work 
for their money, they just print it. They get richer every day, but since bitcoin has appeared we have 
a solution to tackle the imposed slavery and energy is flowing out of the fake system.

We now have the option to opt-out of this system and move our energy to a more peaceful society. 
The bitcoin society will create a united world population based on trust and truthful communication.

If anyone rejects my offer to invite him, the ultimate answer i found is: Ten years ago nobody 
wanted a mobile phone and today everyone uses mobile, because it is a communication consensus.

In this world everyone shall be free to do whatever he wants, but we need a basic level of 
communication to solve conflicts of interests peacefully. Nobody in this world can shut himself out 
of communication, when the communication ends, the human is dead and the ego is born.

Bitcoin is the foundation of our every day communication, the way we communicate our political 
and philosophical interests, is with transactions, to send energy to the cause we support.

Political drama has come to an end, nobody takes politics seriously anymore, everyone knows they 
are lieng, so why would you waste your time voting for them? The truth is spoken with the energy 
you send to your surroundings by consuming their products.

Mathematics do not lie, transactions move energy around the planet, money moves political 
interests, bitcoin returns the power to the people which the banksters have stolen with their fake 
money based in lies, spread out in the monopolistic media channels of the past.

Humans have all kinds of programmed lies in their head, which they have to observe to understand 
bitcoin. Therefore it is a psychological challenge for most of our population and we should offer our
help to introduce them to the bitcoin community, tackle their fears by donating them our trust and 
patience. Attention, patience and understanding is the biggest donation anyone can give to another 
human and it reflects pure love and creates community.

Politics are made by humans, every day in all interactions, the show on television is just to distract 
and manipulate. The church has made politics for a long time, until they discovered that the church 
was corrupted. Now we have ourselves to make politics, by spending bitcoin exclusively and 
returning the power to the people actively. With every single transaction full of energy and truth.

Words in a world full of lies don‘t matter at all, but transactions can be trusted and they 
create the world, last forever, write history. Create transactions to create the world. 

Wisdom which is not being applied develops to schizophrenia (stupidity in common language).

It would be insane to accept living in a world where people force me to use money based on 
fundamental lies and force me to participate in the self destruction of my human soul and force me 
to take part in the destruction of this beautiful universe, which gives me the sun & water to survive.
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